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Shark ion robot r761

The home appliance company SharkNinja has been around since 1995, but in recent years they have grown aggressively. Their Ninja Chef Mixer has been listed as a replacement for the Vitamix at a fraction of the price, and for several years their vacuums have been competing with the best of the best for market share. I've seen online reviews calling the
Shark Ion 750 a Roomba Killer, but I'm not so sure. Customers seem very excited about this little bot, but there are other bots in this price range that are just as effective, and have more features. CraftThe Shark is easy to set up. Connect it, download the companion app to your phone, and connect the bot to the app via Wi-Fi. Unlike other affordable botvacs
like, say, the Eufy Botvac 11, it is also compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google Home. Also unlike them: There is no included remote control. I named the Shark Billy Bob in honor of the Sling Blade actor. Because while almost every other Wi-Fi-enabled bot has a clean, white and minimalist app, the Shark app has a retro 90s, black-and-purple aesthetic
that irresistibly reminds me of lava lamps, the best side in the universe, and Angelina Jolie carrying a vial with, yes, Billy Bob's blood to the Oscars. You may or may not find that this aesthetic is particularly pleasant – I have definitely done so. Design aside, at least the app is simple and easy to use. It takes four hours to charge the Botvac. When you open the
app, you are informed that it will run for about an hour, which is the specified runtime of the shark. I found that the Botvac could walk for as long as two hours before it had to return to the dock. In the app, you can check the battery life, start a cleaning cycle and tell it to return to the dock or detect cleanly. You can also set up a schedule and select different
days and times and check the history of your Botvac cleaning, the number of cleaning cycles, the timeline of each cleaning cycle, and the accumulated cleaning time. For my 500-square-metre house, each cycle took an hour. Every time the Botvac got stuck and I had to move it, it registered as a new cleaning cycle. A suggestion for potential Botvac owners:
Don't buy anything like the Ikea Tobias chair if you want to leave your furniture at the table. The wire legs confuse every Botvac, but the shark more than most. I particularly liked the Shark app feature Find My Bot. Like a tile tracker, you can ping the shark to find it under sofas or drawers. It's embarrassing to admit that I can lose a Botvac so easily in 500
square meters of house, but these little guys really get around. The Botvac with a magnetic divider strip. Unlike the Neato I tested, the divider has a plug so you can cut and angle it around your cords or other vulnerable spots, a small detail I appreciated. I also liked how calm the Shark Ion was – I measured it at an average of 60 decibels, or about the volume
of a dinner conversation. The MatrixThe Shark Shark a range of sensors that the company calls Smart Sensor Technology. They didn't work out when I approached them, but it's clear that this catch-all term contains proximity sensors because the shark left furniture and walls intact. I watched it approach walls and furniture until it was an inch away, and then
magically back. It was able to skilfully navigate through the dangerous 23 millimetre-high door jam into the bathroom. Its cliff sensors were also much more effective than the roomba. You won't find this Botvac stranded on the back of a landing, that's for sure. Navigation aside, in most ways, the Ninja Ion cleaning features and performance left something to be
desired. You cannot select manual control, edge cleaning mode, or intensive or turbo mode. SharkNinja assures me that the bot automatically selects these modes if necessary, and the Shark has the default side spin brushes. But the automatic modes seem largely ineffective. The Shark vs. Roomba are two robotic vacuum cleaners that come from a strong
line of high-quality vacuum cleaners. While Roomba focuses mainly on robotic vacuum cleaners, Shark has vacuum history across the board, producing uprights, stick, canisters and handheld models as well. What is the better robot vacuum? Find out now! Dimensions: 12.25 x 3.5Limit: Digital map wall differences between Shark &amp; Roomba iRobot
Roomba is much more established than robot vacuum manufacturer vs. Shark. Shark's ION and RV models offer simpler robotic vacuum cleaners compared to Roomba's complete model range. Nevertheless, the Shark IQ with its self-empty garbage bin is a remarkable upgrade. Comparing Shark with Dendaba's Higher-End Models, there is a more
significant difference. The Roomba S9+, i7+, e5 and other high-end models offer more features, longer runtimes and better cleaning performance compared to most Shark vacuums. Shark Robot Vacuums Shark offers a wide range of vacuum types, from upright and stick vacuums to portable handhelds and tag-along canisters. In order to keep up with the
ever-changing vacuum market, they are now also manufacturing robot vacuum cleaners. The current range of robotic vacuums in the Shark ION series includes: Shark IQ – Includes Shark IQ RV1001AE and Shark IQ R101 (this is the same robot as the main Shark IQ, but not included the self-empty base)Shark ION 800 Series – Contains Shark ION R85,
Shark ION R87 and Shark ION S87 (this is an R85 with a separate standalone handheld unit at the charging station; does not seem to be as widespread , could be discontinued)Shark ION 700 Series – Shark ION R76 (like R87, only with a smaller garbage bin), Shark ION R75 and Shark ION R72 (still available from some dealers, but seems to Process of
setting) There have been quite a few changes to the name types of these vacuums and for simplicity I have listed some of the other names these models are following. Shark R85 aka: Shark RV850 Shark R75 aka: Shark RV750 aka: Shark ION ION Shark R72 aka: Shark RV720 aka: Shark ION 720 There are few striking differences between the subnames
of each model. From what we can say, Shark updated the name almost every time they introduced a new model to the collection. A little confusing in my opinion, but hopefully this naming helps to clarify the fact that these subnames are basically the same vacuum as the name highlighted in blue above. Roomba Robot Vacuums iRobot is the company behind
the Roomba name. iRobot specializes in robots, including: Roomba – for dry dustingBraava – for wet wiping In the fight against shark robot vacuums, Roomba will be the main contender. Roomba Robot Vacuums are available in a variety of series types and models, but for this review we will focus on the following topics: Shark vs. Roomba Comparison Table
PRODUCT DETAILS Roomba S9+Run Time: 75 min. Garbage bin: UnknownCleaning: 99%Check Price Roomba e5 Running time: 90 min. Dust container: 0.5 LCleaning: 99%Check Price Roomba 675 Running time: 90 min. Dust container: 0.3 L Cleaning: 95%Check Price Roomba 960 Running time: 75 min. Dust Container: 0.3 LCleaning: 92%Check Price
Roomba i7+ Running time: 90 min. Dust container: 0.5 LCleaning: 99%Check Price Roomba 690 Running time: 90 min. Dust container: 0.3 LCleaning: 94%Check Price Roomba 890 Running time: 60 min. Dust container: 0.3 LCleaning: 92%Check Price Roomba 614 Running time: 60 min. Dust container: 0.3 LCleaning: No DataCheck Price Hai IQDuration :
UnknownDust Bin: 0.16 LCleaning: 87%Check Price Shark R85 Running time: 60 min. Dust Container: 0.6 LCleaning: 94%Check Price Shark R72 / RV720Duration: 60 min. Dust Container: 0.4 LCleaning: No DataCheck Price Shark R87Run Time: UnknownDust Bin: 0.56 LCleaning: No DataCheck Price In the table below you will find more detailed
specifications and functions for the most popular Roomba models compared to the most popular Shark ION robot models. Shark IQ vs. Roomba S9+ vs. Roomba i7+ vs. Roomba e5 One of the most common questions we've seen from our readers is the difference between the high-end models of Shark and Roomba. Especially the Shark IQ vs. Roomba S9+
vs. i7+ vs. e5. Below we will treat these 4 models side by side: Similarities Mapping – Shark IQ, Roomba S9+ and Roomba i7+ all have advanced digital mapping. They all create a map that you can access from your smartphone. From there, you can set up planning, room cleaning, view history, and more. Roomba e5 in particular does not have digital
mapping functions. Runtime – The runtime for all these robots is quite similar. Roomba e5 has a slight edge with a 90-minute running time, compared to the S9+ and i7+, which run 75 minutes. But there is also a lack of charging and resumption... there are therefore advantages and disadvantages. Shark gives its official not priced, but in our tests it seemed to
be quite similar. Differences in cleaning performance - The most striking difference between these models is cleaning performance. Roomba S9+, i7+ and e5 were virtually error-free and removed 99% of the debris during our tests. Shark struggled remove 87% of the debris. That's not to say Shark is a bad cleaner, but compared to the Roomba high-end line,
there's a clean performance difference. Re-Charge and Resume – this feature allows the robot to recharge itself and then resume where it left off if it is unable to complete a clean job before the battery is empty. Roomba S9+ and i7+ don't have it, Roomba e5 and Shark IQ don't. Self-empty containers – Roomba S9+, Roomba i7+ and Shark IQ all have a self-
emptying bin. Roomba e5 does not. This is a great comfort factor, a big difference between these four robots. Bag vs. Bagless – Roomba S9+ and i7+ use a sagging design in the clean base. When these bags become full, you need to replace. Roomba e5 and Shark IQ use a bagless design. There are pros and cons for any design, but you will definitely have
more cost over the life of the vacuum with a packaged system. Price – Roomba S9+ and i7+ are about twice as expensive as the Shark IQ. That's a big difference. The Roomba e5 and Shark IQ are closer to the same price. That is, there is quite significant performance and comfort features offered between the 4 models. So then... we have seen all the data,
what is the real quintessence on what is better or worse? Roomba S9+It is the most expensive, but it is objectively the best performer with the most features. The bottom line is that it is the best robot currently sold everywhere. It has comfort, digital mapping, keep you zones and exceptional performance. If you want the best, you get the S9+. Check price
Roomba i7+This is basically the S9+ lite edition. It has a little less suction power compared to S9+ and it uses the circle design, so it's not so great to get into corners. In addition, performance, ease of use, and other features are essentially similar to the S9+. It is a good choice if you want the best, but also want to save a little money from the bleeding edge.
Check price Roomba e5In my view this is one of the best value robots currently on the market. Its performance in our cleaning tests was identical to what we saw on the S9+ and i7+. You miss digital mapping and a self-empty garbage bin, but you're covered in terms of cleaning performance. Oh and the price point is incredibly reasonable. Check Price Self-
Empty Bin on a BudgetShark IQSo where is the Shark IQ? In my opinion, Shark IQ is the robot you get if you want a self-emptying bin for the lowest price point. The Shark IQ is missing in a number of areas, including cleaning performance, charging and resusclosing, dust container size and zone cleaning. That is, it's performance was not bad in our and it
has the self-empty dust bin. If this feature is important and you want the cheapest option, then it is. Check Price Roomba S9+ The Roomba S9+ is the most advanced iRobot robot vacuum currently on the market. Roomba S9+ The most notable feature is the clean base, which allows the S9+ to empty its own bin into the base. From there, all you have to do is
bag every month or two (depending on use). The S9+ offers advanced digital mapping, excellent navigation, digital holding zones, scheduling, incredible suction and more. It's simply the most advanced and high-end robot vacuum we've tested so far. Dimensions: 12.25 x 3.5 HRun Time: 75 minutes (is able to charge and resume)Weight: 8.15 lbs. Check
Price Pros Flat Front Body Style allows the robot to better in corners and along edgestoyourincredible suction power (40 times more suction power compared to Roomba 600 series)Self-empty dust container Cons One of the most expensive robots on the market Shark IQ The Shark Shark IQ is the most advanced robot, the Shark manufacturer. Shark IQ
robot vacuum at the docking station Like the Roomba S9+, it contains a clean base that allows the IQ to empty its own garbage bin. You only want to empty the bin once a month or so. The Shark digitally maps your home, can be controlled from your smartphone, and has a Room Select feature that allows you to clean a specific room. It doesn't have the raw
suction power of the high-end Roomba, but it was still a pretty good cleaner in our tests. Dimensions: 12.6 x 3.5 HRun Time: Not specifiedWeight: 5.87 lbs. Check Price Pros Can empty its own dust containerRelatively low price compared to other robots that empty their own containersDigital Mapping Cons cleaning performance was good, not largerelies on
physical boundary strips to set up cleaning zonesGreat debris has the ability to clog the container (and did so during our tests) Roomba i7+ The Roomba i7+ is one of the most advanced robot vacuums on the market today. It can be easily connected to your smartphone for remote control and has the best cleaning performance in a robot vacuum that we
have tested so far. Roomba i7 Robot Vacuum For an additional bonus, you get the Roomba i7+, which includes a self-draining garbage can that stores up to 30 loads of debris in a bag compartment of the charging station. Dimensions: 13.3 diameter x 3.6 HRun Time: 90 minutesWeight: 7.4 pounds Check Price Pros Long run time and provides the charging
and resume function for easy charging in the middle of a cleaning cycleSelf-emptying garbage can, if you are looking for the i7+ modelExtremely impressive cleaning performance on all floor types Cons Very expensive compared to other robot vacuum cleaners, especially the Shark seriesThe i7+ model requires replacement dust bags, which represents
additional maintenance costs. Interested in the self-emptying garbage can? The Roomba i7+ is the only robot we know with this feature. Most Advanced Robot We've TestedRoomba i7+The Roomba i7+ robot vacuum is the first vacuum of its kind self-emptying garbage can (at least we know). The Roomba i7+ features an advanced home base that doubles
as a charging station and as a self-emptying garbage can, where up to 30 loads of debris from the i7+ cleaning cycles can be stored. In addition, its cleaning performance and ease of use (via app control and advanced mapping) make the i7+ i7+ of the best robotic vacuum cleaners on the market. Check Price Roomba e5 The Roomba e5 is part of the
Roomba e Series, but offers a cheap alternative to the Roomba i7 and i7+ models. This vacuum still has a long 90-minute runtime, scheduled cleaning, Wi-Fi connectivity, and excellent cleaning performance. Roomba e5 Robot Vacuum The most important things you give up by using the e5 over the i7 is the on-board camera and the ability to charge &amp;
continue in the middle of a cleaning cycle. These features are not available on the Roomba e5 robot vacuum. RELATED: Do you want to see how the e5 compares to the Roomba i7? See our complete Roomba e5 vs. i7 vs i7+ here. Dimensions: 13.3 Diameter x 3.6 HRun Time: 90 MinutesWeight: 7.2 pounds Check Price Pros Still has a long 90-minute
runtime Excellent cleaning performance on all floor typesWifi connectivity for simple scheduled cycles, voice control or control during the on-the-go-Cons No on-board camera, which can mean less advanced navigation compared to the Roomba i7No Recharge &amp; Resume function Shark ION R85 (RV850). at a fair price. It has a 90-minute running time
that is 30 minutes longer than the runtime on the ION R75. In addition, it generates 3 times the suction in Max mode (above the R75). The R85 provides scheduled cleaning cycles and voice control via Amazon Alexa or Google Assistant to make it easier to start, stop, and schedule cleaning cycles. Dimensions: 12.8 diameter x. 3.4 HRun Time: 90
MinutesWeight: 6.6 pounds Check Price Pros Extra long 90-minute runtimeExtra large dust container capacity above the R85 (0.6 liters on the R85 – 30% more than the 0.4L maximum capacity of the R75 and even about 15% more capacity via the Roomba e5 max capacity of 0.5L)Comes with a hand vacuum option if you opt for the S87 Model Cons Yet no
upgrade to boundary marking That requires a physical strip to be placed on the floorFights with thicker carpet and finer dirt types during our cleaning tests In addition, Shark offers its S87 model, which takes an R85 and connects it to a charging station with a standalone hand vacuum. This is a nice extra and helps to make the case for a robot as a total
vacuum replacement. Shark ION R85 + Handheld Vacuum SetShark S87The Shark S87 is a packaged set that includes the R85 as well as a hand vacuum built into the charging station. This optional vacuum is a nice addition for quick mess or spot cleaning, while the R85 continues to provide all-home cleaning. Check Price Roomba 675 The Roomba 675
robot is almost identical to the Roomba 690 (listed above) apart from the fact that it does not contain a virtual wall and is slightly larger, about .5 wider and 0.1 shorter. Roomba 675 Dimensions: 13.4 diameter x 3.5 HRun 90 MinutesWeight: 7.8 pounds Check Price Pros Does basically everything the Roomba 690 does simply does not contain the virtual wall
barrier, but but save a few dollars for this reason. A great budget/value robot that still includes wifi connectivity for smartphone control90 minutes runtime Cons Like the Roomba 690, can struggle to remove fine debris from the carpet. Roomba 690 The Roomba 690 has been an integral part of Roomba's budget lineup for several years. The 690 has Wi-Fi
connectivity so you can start, stop, or schedule cleaning cycles from your smartphone. For navigation, it uses infrared light to detect dirt and obstacles as it cleans. Unlike the Roomba 900 series, the 690 does not have memory allocation. Roomba 690 Robot Vacuum The 690 also does not have a real HEPA filter, but it has a fine particulate filter. The 690
models also use a bristle-style brushroll, similar to the Shark ION series. Dimensions: 13 diameter x 3.6 HRun Time: 90 minutesWeight: 7.8 pounds Check Price Pros Wifi connectivity allows you to control the vacuum with your smartphone or voice control. Long 90 minutes running time, taking into account the lower price. Cons Lacks the advanced filtration of
the newer model Roombas.Older bristle-style brushroll is prone to entanglements more. Harder to find, not so widespread among so many retailers. Roomba 960 The Roomba 960 robot is just one step away from the Roomba 980 model. It includes many of the same features as WiFi connectivity, scheduled cleaning, HEPA filtration and the advanced brush
roll, which is better to prevent entanglements than the older style brushroll. Roomba 960 The 960 models also have the ability to generate wireless cleaning reports available on your smartphone via the iRobot Home app. One difference between the Roomba 960 and the 980 is the power boost bonus that the 980 model has. As a result, the 980 offers better
cleaning performance on thick carpets. However, the difference in our cleaning tests on high-stacking carpets was not dramatic. Other Dimensions: 13.8 Diameter x 3.6 HRun Time: 120 MinutesWeight: 8.6 Pounds Check Price Pros Extended 75-minute Runtime is sufficient for most cleaning cycles. The charging and resume technology allows roomba to
clean until the work is done. Low annual maintenance costs help offset the relatively high initial costs. Disadvantages Much more expensive than the Shark robot vacuum cleaner, but also with more features. It does not include the Power Boost for cleaning high stack carpets, such as the Roomba 980 model. Shark ION R72 (RV720 or ION 720) The Shark
ION R72 is the younger sibling of the ION R75 model. Similar to the R75, the ION R72 also charges itself, can perform scheduled cleanings and contains a HEPA filter. It also cleans with a single central brush roller and two Side brushes. Shark ION R72 robot vacuum The main difference between these two models is that the ION R72 has no Wi-Fi
connectivity. Instead of controlling it with your smartphone, the R72 has a remote control for wireless control. Dimensions: 12.6 diameter x 2.6 HRun Time: 60 minutesWeight: 5.5 pounds Check Check Pros Lower price than the ION R75 without sacrificing the term. Includes remote control for wireless control. Lightweight body style with low profile. Cons Does
not include Wi-Fi connectivity or a pairing app on your smartphone. It is not so widespread, so the prices can be strange/expensive. In many cases, you're just better off using the R85. If you want to see a deep dive on all vacuum shark offers, see our complete Best Shark Vacuum Guide here. Roomba 614 The Roomba 614 is the simplest vacuum model
currently offered by Roomba. Coming in at an affordable price, this model has a simple design for ease of use and no-foot add-ons. It still has a running time of 60 minutes. Roomba 614 Robot Vacuum What it lacks is the advanced HEPA filtration like the 980 as well as the Wi-Fi connectivity that all later flagship models have. That being said, for a cheap
Roomba that cleans where it is set, the 614 can still be a good option. Dimensions: 13.4 diameter x 3.7 HRun time: 60 minutesWeight: 7.5 pounds Check Price Pros Low price than the Shark ION robot series. Wifi connectivity allows you to control the vacuum with your smartphone or voice control. Long 60-minute running time, taking into account the lower
price. Cons Lacks the advanced advanced filtration of the newer model Roombas.Older bristle-style brushroll is prone to entanglements more. Wonder how Roomba compared to other robot vacuums on the market? Check out our comparison battles Neato vs. Roomba, iLife vs. Roomba and Bobsweep vs. Roomba. Shark ION R75 (RV750 or ION 750) NOTE
– While the R75 is still available from some retailers, it seems to be discontinued. As such, you're probably better off just getting the Shark R85. The Shark ION R75 is self-charging and has Wifi connectivity– so you can start, stop, or schedule a remote cleaning cycle from your smartphone at any time. The Wi-Fi signal also enables voice control via Amazon
Alexa. The Shark R75 and Shark ION R72 use the same battery and both offer 60-minute runtime. Shark R75 Robot Vacuum Dimensions: 12.6 diameter x. 2.6 HRun Time: 60 minutesWeight: 5.5 pounds Check Price Pros Light body is about 40% lighter than the Roomba models. Lower price than some of the higher-end models. The 60-minute runtime
provides plenty of time to clean most areas. Disadvantages The BotBoundary strips are more difficult to operate than Roomba's virtual wall barrier. Not able to generate as much suction power as the R85Seems, as if it were in the process of deriving Roomba 980 NOTE – not as widespread as other models. Also, price point makes easy so much sense. If
you want a high-end Roomba, you're better off with the e5, i7+ or S9+. The Roomba 980 is one of the most advanced Roomba robot vacuums to date, offering exceptional cleaning performance and 120-minute running time, the longest of all models in this Shark vs. Roomba comparison. Roomba 980 The 980 offers offers HEPA filtration and includes two
virtual wall barriers. Unlike the Shark ION BotBoundaries, Roomba's virtual wall barriers can protect up to 10 linear paths (such as a door or hall) and a diameter of 4 around a sensitive area (such as sensitive electronics or a pet feeding area). Dimensions: 13.9 diameter x 3.6 HRun time: 120 minutesWeight: 8.7 pounds Check Price Pros Extended runtime is
twice as much as the Shark ION R72 or R75 models. Wifi connectivity provides control with your smartphone or voice control with Amazon Alexa.Excellent cleaning performance on all floor types. Disadvantages With the impressive features comes also a higher price tag, compared to other models. During our cleaning test, this vacuum on low carpet and
hardwoods was a bit noisy. Roomba 890 NOTE – Like the 980, the Roomba 890 is not as widely used. It's also strangely expensive at many retailers. In almost all cases, it simply makes more sense to get a newer Roomba e5 instead (equal or less expensive, for better performance). The Roomba 890 has the same running time as the Shark ION 750 and
720 models (60 minutes). It has a centrally located clean button on the surface of the vacuum with a handle and dust container unlocking. Roomba 890 On the bottom, the 890 uses a rotating side brush to clean corners and tight spots, along with two rubberized brush rollers to collect debris without the entanglements. The 890 has Wi-Fi connectivity that
allows you to control this vacuum with your smartphone. You can start, stop, or schedule cleaning for up to a week. This model contains a virtual barrier. Dimensions: 13.9 diameter x 3.6 HRun Time: 60 minutesWeight: 8.4 pounds Check Price Pros Low price tag compared to the 900 series Roomba models. Wifi connectivity makes it easy to stop, start or
schedule cleaning cycles. Dual-brush rolls prevent more entanglements via the 600 Roombas series. Disadvantages more expensive than the Shark ION series robot vacuum cleaner. Fight a little with fine rubble on high stacking carpet. If you're interested in how Roomba compares to other Roombas, including Roomba 690 vs. 890, Roomba 650 vs. 690, and
Roomba 890 vs. 960. Should you be a shark or Roomba? While Roomba definitely has a wider range of robot vacuums, that doesn't mean the Shark ION is a bit to be mocked. Both manufacturers produce a high-quality robot vacuum and, depending on what your needs need, they can be met by one of these models listed above. The best way to choose



between Shark vs. Roomba is to ask yourself a number of questions about your needs and desires. First of all, what is your budget? Most Shark fall into the budget - moderately inexpensive category, with only the Shark IQ rising to the middle price. Roomba includes a wider range of prices, from budget to extremely expensive. If you are looking for a budget
robot, you will check out: Roomba 614Roomba 675Roomba 690Shark ION R85Shark ION R72Shark ION R87 If you want something in the mid-price range Consider: Roomba e5Roomba 960Roomba 890Shark IQ And finally, if you want the most high-end options, then you will be in the most expensive level: Second, which features are most important to
you? Are you looking for a robot vacuum that you can control with your smartphone, or voice-controlled via AI like Amazon Alexa? You should look at the following models: Do you just want the best robot you can get without spending too much money? You won't want to miss these models: Shark ION R85Roomba 675Roomba 614 If you're looking for a robot
that strikes a balance between performance and price, we recommend: Roomba e5Roomba 960Roomba 980Shark IQ Are you looking for the smartest robotic vacuum cleaners on the market? Something you can set up and then forget with the confidence that it will be able to navigate, clean and dock by yourself? If that sounds like you, it's hard to beat the i-
series and S-series Roombas. With additional features such as Recharge &amp; Resume, Digital Cleaning Reports and Memory Mapping and incredible suction, these models are top-of-the-line for high-end robot vacuums: this is a wrap folks! Well, that's it for this Shark vs. Roomba Guide. We hope you found it helpful! If you're still having trouble deciding
the robot vacuum that's best for you, check out our full list of robot vacuum reviews here or check out our guide to the best robot vacuums. Need more help? Use our contact form below to ask questions. We do our best to respond within 24 hours. April 9, 2020 - Added new information about Shark IQ and Roomba S9+. Updated information about a range of
models, improved formatting, added data, and a number of other improvements to the page. A new 4-way comparison has been added. Antiquated and redundant information has been removed. April 25, 2019 - Added information about the new Shark ModelNames, Shark R85, Roomba i Series, Roomba e5, and Roomba 675. Outdated information has been
removed. Corrected information/specifications that have changed within the last year. Improved formatting and other updates and content changes. December 1, 2018 — Updated smaller metadata and page header. November 22, 2018 - Some minor formatting issues have been updated. April 18, 2018 - The first version of the page has been launched.
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